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From Leadership Team
Dear Families,
Principal:
Senior Leader:
Senior Leader:
Governing Council Chairperson:

I am always hesitant to share project time frames, as in my
experiences, inevitably there are hold ups for various reasons. With
this said, I have been informed that the construction of our nature
play may begin as early as the end of this month. I am hopeful that
this will be the case and I look forward to sharing further updates with
you as we progress through the different stages. Below I have
included a concept design highlighting the main features of our
nature play. I am particularly excited by the meeting circle, which will
provide opportunities for classes to experience outdoor learning
opportunities.

Joe Blefari
Martin Woodcock
Sharon Foweraker
Mel Leaver
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Our School Values:
Caring

Honesty

Excellence

Respect

Responsibility

The Program Achieve Keys To Success:
Confidence

Persistence

Getting Along

Organisation

Resilience

From Leadership Team continued

1. Rubble path-this path will run through the play space and allow for access and flow to all areas
2. Digging patch-this area will allow children to dig, mix and create. It will be bordered by logs and rocks and
have a mud kitchen and two domes.
3. Hand pump and water course-the hand pump and creek will allow water to flow down to the sand play
area. The creek will be wide and surfaced with exposed aggregate allowing water to be dammed and
manipulated.
4. Sand play area-this sensory play area will provide a cosy play area for younger children. It will feature log
traversing the space so children can excavate underneath.
5. Meeting Circle-around existing tree will be a collection of logs, rocks and carved log chairs to create a
whole class sitting area or parent seating area.
6. Nest Log Scramble-this random assortment of logs will create a gross motor challenge to encourage
climbing and risk taking. 5 large posts rising up to 3m will give frame to an inverted birds nest of logs of
varying angles ad diameters.
7. Seating Nooks-small semicircles on the edge of the play space will allow children to gather, work or chat.
8. The Railway-this will look like a railway tracks that was hit by an earthquake. Students can balance and
jump from the variety of logs.
9. Vertical timber fence-hardwood jarrah posts at 1.2m high and cut into a creative wave wall will create a
barrier to channel children around this space.
10. Entry arbours-natural branches will be used to create a dome arbour to lead children into the space.
11. Existing path
12. Basketball court

.

From Leadership Team continued

Reading
We continue to focus on reading as a whole school with the aim of supporting all of our children to be balanced
readers. The main components of a balanced reader are: decoding, fluency and phrasing, and comprehension,
using a wide range of text types and genres. Importantly we want our children to enjoy reading and develop a love
for reading. Below I have summarised these main components:
Decoding
Phonological development is an important part of becoming a balanced reader. Students need to understand the
sounds found in words and be able to decode texts.
Fluency & Phrasing
Students need to break text into meaningful sentences and understand the conventions of text such as
punctuation. Students are taught fluency and phrasing with continuous texts, full stops and complex sentence
structure.
Comprehension
A balanced reader can not only read, but comprehend the text. This is determined through literal and inferential
questioning.
We want our children to understand that reading is not a race but an important life skill that can bring great joy to
their lives. Readers that children are bringing home should be practice readers, a level or two below their
instructional reading level at school. Reading at home should not be a chore. I encourage you to speak to your
child’s class teacher if you have any questions about this.

Playgroup – Fridays 9.00-11.00am
Some families may be unaware that we have playgroup in our preschool each Friday between 9.00-11.00am. This
is a wonderful opportunity for children and families to meet new people and familiarise themselves with the
preschool and school environments. New children and families are most welcome. Please see Kylie in the office or
Ally in preschool, for further information.

Camp Fundraising
The year 4-7 teachers have planned a number of fundraising initiatives in an effort to raise money for camp. The
money raised will help to reduce the cost of camp for those families who have more than one child attending.
Thank you to our staff for organising a successful disco experience for our children a few weeks ago. Look out for
information about an upcoming casual day and pizza and ice-cream day. Specific information and reminders will
be provided to families and children in the lead up to each activity.
I hope you have a positive end to the week.
Yours sincerely,
Joe Blefari

Assembly Merit Awards
Name

Room

Value / Key To Success

Peyton

Preschool

Getting along and for being a kind friend to others.

Luke

Preschool

Gaining confidence and resilience, and for making new friends.

Bella

2

Judd

2

Tyler

3

Working very hard during Literacy groups and persisting with challenges.

Leasha

3

Very confidently sharing her ideas and opinions during discussions.

Khloe

5

Cooper

5

Brock

7

Sierra

7

Neshal

10

Showing great respect and responsibility, and improving in confidence.

Sienna

10

For always striving for excellence in all areas of learning.

Lily

11

Aria

11

Jamie

12

Emily

12

Brianna

15

Sarah

15

Jacob

18

Being an awesome big buddy with your patience and kindness.

Zaydyn

18

Being an awesome big buddy with your patience and kindness.

Avi

19

Working hard and showing fantastic improvement during writing tasks.

Jayden

19

Working hard in the areas of Maths and writing.

Trisha

Japanese

Settling into Japanese lessons well and demonstrating confidence.

Bentley

Japanese

Jacob

Science

Jayda

Science

Aliza

P.E/Drama

Austin

P.E/Drama

Persisting with reading and writing. Always putting in her best effort.
Well done Bella!
Completing his reading levels and sight words. Displaying confident
problem solving in Maths. Well done Judd!

Showing confidence in your reading – we loved hearing your expressive
voice when you read to the class.
Confidently approaching all tasks. You demonstrate persistence and a
positive attitude towards all your learning.
His consistent contribution to classroom discussions and motivating his
peers to engage in deeper learning.
Taking more risks in her learning and showing persistence during
challenging tasks.

Challenges herself in all work tasks. Continues to develop leadership
skills.
Being a positive role model in class. Demonstrates a mature approach
towards all learning tasks.
Showing consistent improvement in reading and writing. Your positive
attitude is having a huge impact on your learning. Well done!
Being a shining star. Your bubbly, enthusiastic nature is an asset to our
class!
Demonstrating persistence in completing all her work to the best of her
ability.
Consistently supporting others in a positive way and modelling excellent
friendship to everyone.

Demonstrating organisation in the Japanese classroom – being ready to
learn.
Always coming to Science lessons with enthusiasm and sharing new and
interesting facts!
Showing excellent listening during Science and trying your best when
faced with challenging tasks!
Being highly organised when planning and completing learning tasks in
Drama and P.E.
Being confident and resilient when learning new skills in Drama and P.E.

2019 Pupil Free Days
Term 3 - Friday 30 August
Term 4 - Friday 22 November
2019 School Closure Day
Monday 2 September

UNIFORM SHOP
Uniform Shop has relocated to the front office.
Office staff will run the uniform shop between 2.30-3.30
on the following dates:
Monday 24 June
Monday 22 July

National Reconciliation Week

To acknowledge and celebrate National
Reconciliation Week, our school
participated in a variety of lessons and
activities. One of those activities
included
a
camp
fire.
Our
groundsperson, Dave, helped supervise
the fire and students collected firewood
from around the school. Students then
sat around the fire and listened to some
Dreaming stories and stories about
Aboriginal culture told by Mrs Breuer,
Tanya Dowler and Mr Woodcock. We
also made some damper and students
learnt more about totems, standing up
to racism, rain sticks and the
didgeridoo. Our preschool and JP
students were also involved in an art
project and we plan to display our
sculpture in the garden outside of our
preschool.
A big thank you to Dave and the
Reconciliation Action Plan committee
who planned the camp fire and
activities.
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